
The Best Coffee in New Orleans 
 
Who Dat Coffee Shop 
Marigny 
 
Details: A local coffee shop that has 
the vibe of Austin. The spot in New 
Orleans with great coffee, interesting 
layout, antique art, and lively. 
 
Hours:  
7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Every Day 
 
Drip Coffee: $2.50 and refillable. You choose between dark, medium, and light 
roast.  
 
Atmosphere: Funky place that spans 3 rooms and outdoor seating.  
 
Parking: Lots of free street parking 
 
Room: Aplenty  
 
Cost: Super reasonable and on point with budget coffee lovers 
 
Overall: This mom-and-pop shop is the essence of what good coffee shops 
should be. It has decent priced coffee, refillable drinks, pastries, indie elevator 
music, and everyone who is in there is just kind. Highly recommended and a 
favorite for overall New Orleans coffee shop.  

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Fleur De Lis   
Downtown, New Orleans 
  
Details: Fleur De Lis is supposed to be a 
classic around New Orleans. The ratings on 
Yelp are around 1,000.  
 
Hours: 
M-Fri 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Sa-Sun 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
 

Drip Coffee: Burnt, would need the add-ons like sugar, creamer, syrups to make 
it.  
 
Atmosphere: Mediocre, loud and not too diverse.   
 
Parking: Street side, bring quarters and expect to pay $3.00 per hour 
 
Room: Elbow-to-elbow with other clients 
 
Cost: More upscale, prepare to spend $12-$20 for a mediocre brunch.  
 
Overall: Did not live up to hype. The location is loud and cramped with nothing-
special coffee. Maybe it was the day or the type of drip coffee, or maybe they 
are known for their more sugar-influenced coffees, but Fleur De Lis was a New 
Orleans letdown. The food is the great reason to come but as a coffee 
destination, I would pass.  

 
 
 



Spitfire Espresso Bar 
Jackson Square, New Orleans 
 
Details: Right beside the 
famous Jackson Square and 
between Pipe Dreams and a 
historical landmark, lies a hole-
in-the-wall coffee shop.  
 
Hours:  
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Every Day 
 
 
Drip Coffee: Great options, the barista can provide different tasting details 
 
Atmosphere: Steam-punk vibe. They have 4 stools that are used for waiting. 
Coffee on the go.  
 
Parking: Street parking, difficult to find something 
 
Room: Meant to grab and go 
 
Cost: Upscale coffee shop, $4-$8 per cup depending 
 
Overall: The price is standard for high-class coffee shops. If you are a coffee 
snob and looking for the best beans in New Orleans, this place should be on 
your list. But if you need to have equal sugar and coffee than this place is not a 
good go-to.  
 

 



 
 
The Orange Couch – Marigny 
 
Details: Located in the hipster part 
of New Orleans, this home turned 
coffee shop  
 
Hours:  
7 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
 
 

Drip Coffee: Good, cheaper, and hipster vibe 
 
Atmosphere: The first thought you have walking in the cleanliness that comes 
from the white and simple furniture. The Orange Couch has clean lines and the 
ease of being a trendy coffee shop.  
 
Parking: Free street parking 
 
Room: Plenty, multiple chairs/tables/couches for customers to sit and relax with 
the WIFI.  
 
Cost: Reasonable $2.50 for a drip coffee 
 
Overall: This is what a hipster coffee shop is whenever it happens organically. 
The atmosphere is a bit colder and more callous but this is a coffee shop to be 
seen at. It also has a frozen ice cream section complete with Mochi. If you are 
looking for a sweet alternative try the expresso milkshake.  

 
 

 
 
 


